In recent years there has been considerable interest in the control of aerospace/mechanical systems containing exible elements. We present some of the results in this area and attempt to place them in a common framework.
Introduction
In recent years there has been considerable interest in the control of aerospace/mechanical systems containing exible elements; see, for example, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Applications include robotic manipulators with exible joints and large exible space structures. This control problem is usually more di cult than that of controlling rigid systems. Many rigid control problems have the feature that the number of independent control inputs is the same as the number of coordinates describing the con guration of the system; we call such a system a nice system. For nice systems, one can readily design controllers to achieve a variety of behaviors and to meet a range of performance criteria; see, for example, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] .
One approach to control design for systems with exibilities is to base control design on a rigidi ed model, that is, a model which assumes that the exible elements are rigid, and then demonstrate that, provided the exible elements are \su ciently close to being rigid," the behavior of the closed loop exible system is close to that of the corresponding rigidi ed system. In using this approach, a very useful tool is singular perturbation theory 15, 16] . A singularly perturbed dynamical system is a system which depends on a scalar parameter in such a way that a particular value of the parameter (usually taken to be zero) results in a reduction in the order of the system. In most of the literature which uses singular perturbation theory in the treatment of mechanical systems with exible elements, the singular perturbation parameter is chosen to be inversely proportional to a measure of the sti ness of the exible elements. Using singular perturbation theory, one can usually show that, provided there is su cient sti ness and damping in the exible elements, the 1 Contributed by: Martin Corless, School of Aeronautics and Aeronautics, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, USA. (corless@ecn.purdue.edu) 1 behavior of the closed loop exible system is close to that of the corresponding rigidi ed system. Problems arise when the exible elements are not \su ciently sti " or do not have \su cient damping". If one considers elements which have \su cient sti ness" but low damping, then one can still use a singular perturbation approach to analyze the closed loop system. However one does not always obtain the desired behavior; it depends on control design as shown in 17, 18, 19] .
With low damping, one approach is to use a composite controller design in which a portion of the controller is based on the rigidi ed model and another portion compensates for the low damping of the exible elements. This is the approach taken in 2, 7] .
When dealing with exible elements which are very compliant, that is have low sti ness, one must take a di erent approach such as that proposed in 20, 21, 22] .
In this chapter, we survey the above approaches and attempt to place then in a common framework. First let us look at nice mechanical systems.
A nice class of mechanical systems
Before considering exible mechanical systems in general, let us consider a class of mechanical systems which we call nice. We call them nice because one can readily design controllers for these systems to achieve many types of behavior and performance objectives. We consider these systems here because if one can reduce the control design problem for a exible mechanical system to that of designing a controller for a nice system, then one can consider oneself done. These nice systems are characterized by having an independent scalar control input for each independent degree of freedom. They can be described by
where q(t) 2 IR N is the vector of generalized coordinates which describes the con guration of the system at time t 2 IR and u(t) 2 IR N is the vector of control inputs. Typically, the components of q are angles or linear displacements and the components of u are torques or forces. We assume that for each q the inertia matrix M (q) is symmetric, positive de nite and the control input matrix W is invertible. The term Q( _ q;q) represents all the generalized forces (except those due to control inputs) acting on the system; it also contains inertial terms such as Coriolis terms and centripetal terms.
We will use variants of the following system for illustrative purposes throughout this chapter. As an example of a nice system, consider the rigid single-link manipulator shown in Figure 1 .1. If q 1 is the angle between the link and an upward vertical, the motion of this system is described by (I + J ) q 1 = W l sin q 1 + u (1.2) where u is a torque control input supplied by a motor. The parameters I and J are the moments of inertias of the link and motor, respectively, about the horizontal axis of rotation; W is the link weight, and l is the distance from the link mass center to the axis of rotation.
Suppose we are interested in stabilizing the link about the upward vertical equilibrium position (q 1 = 0). This is an open loop unstable equilibrium position. Using Lyapunov techniques, one may readily show 9] that the following simple linear PD controller yields where t 2 IR is time, q(t) 2 IR N is the vector of generalized coordinates which describes the con guration of the system at time t 2 IR and u(t) 2 IR m is the vector of control inputs.
We assume that for each q the inertia matrix M (q) is symmetric and positive de nite. The term Q( _ q;q;u) represents all the generalized forces (except those due to the exible elements under consideration) acting on the system; it also contains inertial terms such as Coriolis terms and centripetal terms.
The term, ?S T CS _ q?S T KSq, represents the generalized forces due to the exible elements under consideration. The signi cance of the L N matrix S is that if the exible elements are rigid, then they constrain the coordinates of the system to satisfy Sq = 0; without loss of generality, we assume that this matrix has full row rank L. The symmetric matrix K represents the sti ness properties of the exible elements; we call it the sti ness matrix. The symmetric matrix C represents the damping properties of the exible elements; we call it the damping matrix.
To illustrate, recall the single-link manipulator of the previous section and suppose that the joint between the motor and the link is exible. This is depicted in Figure 1 Recall the exibly jointed manipulator introduced earlier in this section. Its rigidi ed model is constrained by q 2 = q 1 and is described by (1.2).
A robustness question
The following robustness naturally arises: Suppose a controller achieves some desired behavior for the rigidi ed model. Will this controller also achieve the same behavior for the exible model, provided, the exible elements are su ciently sti and have su cient damping? We will answer this question in the following sections.
We will also look at control design methods for systems in which the exible elements have low damping or low sti ness. First we need to look at a tool which has proven to be useful in the control of exible mechanical systems.
Singularly perturbed systems
Basically, a singularly perturbed system is a dynamical system which depends on a scalar parameter (called the singular perturbation parameter) with the property that when the parameter is zero the system order reduces. Also, when the parameter is close but not equal to zero the system exhibits a two time scale behavior in the sense that all motions consist of two parts with one part varying much faster in time in comparison to the other part. A common model of a singularly perturbed system is given by _ x = f (x;y; ) _ y = g(x;y; ) (1.7)
where the vectors x(t) and y(t) represent the system state and > 0 is the singular perturbation parameter; see 15, 16] for many results on singularly perturbed systems.
Associated with a singularly perturbed system are two lower order subsystems: the reduced order system and the boundary layer system. Roughly speaking, to zero order in , the reduced system describes the slow behavior of the system and the boundary layer system describes the fast behavior.
The reduced order system
The reduced order system is obtained by setting = 0 in (1.7). This results in _ x = f (x;y;0) 0 = g(x;y;0) If we assume that there is a continuously di erentiable function h such that g(x;h(x);0) 0 then y h(x) and the reduced order system is described by y = h(x) and
Boundary layer system First we introduce \fast time" described by = ?1 t. If we let 0 denote di erentiation with respect to fast time , then abusing notation, we have x 0 = _ x and y 0 = _ y. In fast time, the evolution of the original system is now described by the following regularly perturbed system:
x 0 = f (x;y; ) y 0 = g(x;y; ) The boundary layer system is obtained by setting = 0 in the fast time scale description: this results in x 0 0; hence x x(0) =: x 0 and y 0 = g(x 0 ;y;0) (1.9) This is a dynamical system parameterized by x 0 . For each x 0 , it has a unique equilibrium state y = h(x 0 ).
If the boundary layer system is globally exponentially stable (uniformly with respect to x 0 ), then one can usually predict the qualitative behavior of the original full order system (1.7) from that of the reduced order system. For example, Tichonov's theorem 24, 15] states that (roughly speaking) if the boundary layer system is exponentially stable (uniformly with respect to x 0 ), then over any bounded time interval (0;T), the solution (x( );y( )) of the full order system approaches that of the reduced order system as ! 0. Also, reference 25] shows that if both the boundary layer system and the reduced order are exponentially stable, then (under certain regularity conditions) the full order system is exponentially stable with a rate of convergence which approaches that of the reduced order system as ! 0 . These results are very useful for system analysis and control design. It permits one to analyze or design controllers for a higher order system (the original singularly perturbed system) by carrying out the analysis or control design for a lower system (the reduced order system). (1.10) to achieve some desired behavior for the rigidi ed model (1.6). Will this controller also achieve the same desired behavior when applied to the original mechanical system (1.4) provide the elements whose exibilities are neglected in the rigidi ed model are su ciently sti and have su cient damping? To answer this question, we parameterize the sti ness matrix K We consider it more instructive to put the description in the following second order form: Reduced order system Letting = 0 results in q = U and = h 1 ( ; _ ) := K ?1 0Q 2 (U _ ;U ; p) where p( ; _ ) := p(U ;U _ ). One can readily show that the evolution of the reduced order system associated with (1.14) is described by M ( ) = Q( _ ; ; p(t; ; _ )) (1.15) with M ( ) =M 11 (U ) and Q( _ ; ; p) = Q 1 (U _ ;U ; p). Recalling the rigidi ed model (1.6), we see that the reduced order system corresponding to the closed loop exible model is precisely the closed loop rigidi ed model. The signi cance of this fact is that, provided the boundary layer system is exponentially stable, if one bases control design on the rigidi ed model, then the properties of the closed loop exible system will be close to that of the closed loop rigidi ed system, provided the exible elements have su cient damping and sti ness.
Boundary layer system
For any initial values 0 and _ 0 of and _ , respectively, one can readily show that the boundary layer system associated with (1.14) is described by Since the matrices M 0 ;C 0 ; and K 0 are symmetric and positive de nite, the boundary layer system is exponentially stable for all 0 ; _ 0 . Thus, for small , that is for su ciently large sti ness and damping in the exible elements, the behavior of the closed loop exible model should be close to that of the closed loop rigidi ed model.
Recall now the single-link manipulator example. We have already seen that the simple PD controller (1.3) will globally exponentially stabilize the rigid system. Hence, this controller should also achieve the same behavior for the exible manipulator, provide the joint is su ciently sti and has su cient damping. This is the case as is illustrated by the simulations shown in Figure 1 .4
Robustness results with low damping
Recall the general model (1.4) of a exible mechanical system introduced in Section 1.3. In the previous section, we considered the behavior of this system for large sti ness and damping. Here we x the damping and consider behavior for large sti ness. Intuitively, one might expect that as the sti ness of the exible elements approaches in nity, the behavior of the exible system approaches that of its rigidi ed model. Shortly, we will see that this is not always the case. In particular, one may have a stable rigidi ed model, but, a exible model which is unstable regardless of the sti ness of the exible elements. Speci cally, we consider exible description (1.4) with controller (1.10), let where M 0 and h 0 are as de ned in the previous section. Since M 0 and K 0 are positive de nite symmetric matrices, this system is marginally stable; however, it is not exponentially stable. Now, using standard results from singular perturbation theory, we have no guarantee that the behavior of the exible model will approach that of the rigidi ed model as approaches zero. Actually, without further assumptions on model and controller, one may not have robustness. This is illustrated in Figure 1 To determine the properties of a singularly perturbed system when the boundary layer system is marginally stable, one must must look at the rst order fast system. Recall that the boundary layer system describes the fast dynamics to zero order in . The rst order fast system describes the fast dynamics to rst order in . References 26, 17, 18, 19, 27] consider classes of singularly perturbed systems with exponentially stable reduced order systems and marginally stable boundary systems and, roughly speaking, show that if the rst order fast system is exponentially stable for > 0 su ciently small, then the full order singularly perturbed system is exponentially stable for > 0 su ciently small. Note that, in contrast to the boundary layer system (zero order fast system), the rst order fast system depends on the controller. Another interesting observation is the following. Suppose one colocates the rate sensor with the actuating motor, that is, suppose one feeds back q 2 instead of q 1 , then, control is given by
with k p and k d as before and the closed loop rigid system is the same as before and hence is stable. However, the rst order fast system is described by (1.18) with Regardless of c 0 0, this system is exponentially stable for > 0 small and so is the feedback controlled exible manipulator; this is illustrated in Figure 1 .6. Note, however, the highly oscillatory fast dynamics. This may not be desirable Rate colocated PD controller and zero damping
Controllers for systems with low damping
Recalling the results of the last section, we see that if there is insu cient damping in the exible elements, then control design based on the rigidi ed model may yield unsatisfactory results. The next step is to investigate modi cations of the rigidi ed model controllers. This has been carried out in 2, 7] for the following special class of systems:
where q 1 ;q 2 2 IR N=2 , N is even, q T = q T 1 q T 2 ] while M 11 (q) and M 22 (q) are positive de nite symmetric. This model can be used for an N=2 link robotic manipulator which has an actuating motor for each link and a exible joint between each motor and link. Note that this is a special case of (1.4) with S = I ?I]. When the joints are considered rigid, we have q 1 = q 2 := and the rigidi ed system corresponding to (1.19 ) is nice and is described by To illustrate these results recall now the single-link manipulator example. We have already seen that the simple PD controller (1.3) will globally exponentially stabilize the rigid system about the upward vertical. Hence, a controller of the form
should also achieve the same behavior for the the exible single-link manipulator, provided the sti ness parameter k is su ciently large. This is the case as is illustrated in Figure 1 .7 for a joint with zero damping. 
